Healthy Building Environments
Demonstrate your commitment
to maintaining safe and healthy
building environments to create
peace of mind for tenants.

DELIVERING PE ACE OF MIND IN OUR BUILT ENVIRONMENT
While there is no magic shield to protect building occupants from infectious diseases, prudent building owners
should be doing everything they can to bring comfort to the occupants in the new COVID-19 world. These
efforts include pursuing health and wellness certifications like WELL, Fitwel, LEED IAQ, and RESET to create
healthier building environments for occupants and to demonstrate in very clear terms that their building is
safer than others that have not undertaken the same efforts or considerations.
Enpowered works with clients to determine the best solutions for their specific sites, and then helps
them to implement those solutions efficiently and effectively.

Healthy Building Certifications
Find the appropriate certifications for your buildings
and start your journey towards a healthy building
environment.

Building Standards

Discover and implement the latest in building
recommendations from leading national standards
organizations.

Buildings are being designed to be energy efficient
but not necessarily with health and wellness
aspects in mind. The Enpowered team can help
building owners and managers achieve the
appropriate health and wellness certifications
to thrive in a post COVID-19 world. Enpowered
leverages its deep engineering and controls
background to focus its certification activities
around those components that medical experts
agree will yield the greatest health benefits to
occupants, such as increased air ventilation and
enhanced filtration.

Occupant Communications

Showcase your healthy building leadership to give
your occupants and visitors the assurances they need
that the building is ready and safe for occupancy.

Schedule an appointment at
EnpoweredSolutions.com to create
your healthy building environment.

About Enpowered
Enpowered Solutions is a leading consultative energy solutions company founded and comprised of expert energy engineers,
commissioning agents, controls system designers, and project managers. We help our customers capture their performance
advantage through a unique blend of controls innovation, commissioning, energy engineering and healthy building expertise.

Info@EnpoweredSolutions.com

844-536-7693

www.EnpoweredSolutions.com

